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       Are you female or male?  
male ................................................................................................48
female ................................................................................................52

In which state are you registered to vote? [PROVIDE LIST OF STATES IN DROP DOWN 
MENU] 

How likely would you say you are to vote in the November 2014 general election for U.S. Congress, 
and other offices -- are you almost certain to vote in the election, very likely, about 50-50, not too 
likely, not at all likely, or aren't you sure?

almost certain ................................................................80
very likely ................................................................................................20
about 50-50 ................................................................[TERMINATE]
not too likely ................................................................[TERMINATE]
not at all likely ................................................................[TERMINATE]
dk/not sure................................................................................................[TERMINATE]

Generally speaking, do you think things in the country are moving in the right direction, or are they 
pretty seriously off on the wrong track?

Right direction................................................................35
Wrong Track ................................................................57
Don’t know ................................................................ 8

In 2009, the U.S. Congress passed a law giving the Food and Drug Administration, known as the 
FDA, the authority to regulate tobacco products, including restrictions on sales and marketing to
children. Do you favor or oppose this law? [IF FAVOR/OPPOSE]  Is that (favor/oppose) strongly 
or not so strongly?

Favor, strongly................................................................64 76
Favor, not so strongly ................................................................12
Oppose, not so strongly ................................................................4
Oppose, strongly................................................................9 14
Don’t know................................................................ 10

Under this law, the FDA has the authority to regulate all tobacco products, but it does not now 
regulate the sale and marketing of cigars, pipe tobacco and new products containing nicotine, such as 
electronic cigarettes. Do you think the FDA should extend its authority to regulate all tobacco 
products, including cigars, pipe tobacco and electronic cigarettes, or should it limit its regulation to 
cigarettes, smokeless tobacco and roll-your-own tobacco – the products it currently regulates? IF 
SHOULD/SHOULD NOT]  Do you feel that way strongly or not so strongly?

Extend authority, strongly ................................................................46 54
Extend authority, not so strongly................................ 8
Limit regulation, not so strongly ................................14
Limit regulation, strongly................................................................20 34
Don’t know................................................................ 12
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Now you are going to see pictures of a number of tobacco products that are currently not subject to 
FDA regulation.  [RESPONDENT VIEWS SIX PICTURES OF THESE PRODUCTS] Now that 
you have seen some of the products not currently subject to FDA regulation, do you think the FDA 
should extend its authority to regulate all tobacco products, including cigars, pipe tobacco and 
electronic cigarettes, or should it limit its regulation to cigarettes, smokeless tobacco and roll-your-
own tobacco – the products it currently regulates? [IF SHOULD/SHOULD NOT] Do you feel that 
way strongly or not so strongly? (*see appendix for pictures)

Extend authority, strongly ................................................................51 61
Extend authority, not so strongly................................10
Limit regulation, not so strongly ................................11
Limit regulation, strongly................................................................21 31
Don’t know................................................................ 8

Until now, we have been focusing on cigars, pipe tobacco and electronic cigarettes, but now we are going to 
ask you some questions about all tobacco products, including cigarettes and smokeless tobacco.  You will now 
see a list of ways in which the Food and Drug Administration could regulate tobacco products.  After each one, 
please indicate if you favor or oppose the FDA implementing that particular proposal or policy.  If you aren't 
sure, just indicate so.  [IF FAVOR/ OPPOSE]  Is that (favor/oppose) strongly or not so strongly?

[ROTATE BY QUESTION]
Strng 
Favor

NSS 
Favor

NSS 
Oppose

Strng 
Oppose

   dk/
not sure

__Require tobacco companies to disclose the ingredients in 
tobacco products ...........................................................................................80 6 1 4 8
__Require manufacturers to reduce the amount of nicotine 
and other substances to make tobacco products less 
addictive ............................................................................................63 9 5 9 14
__Prevent tobacco companies from making claims that 
some products are less harmful than others, unless the FDA 
determines those claims are true, and will not cause more 
people to smoke ..................................................................... 70 9 3 6 13
__Require tobacco companies to take measures, when
scientifically possible, to make tobacco products less 
harmful ................................................................................................72 8 3 5 12
__Restrict tobacco marketing aimed at children.................... 88 3 1 3 5
__Restrict tobacco sales to children by requiring ID checks 
for younger buyers and fining retailers who sell tobacco to 
minors .................................................................................... 87 4 1 3 5
__Require the tobacco companies to inform the FDA any 
time they make changes to cigarettes and other tobacco
products, including increasing the amount of nicotine .......... 74 7 4 6 8
__Prohibit candy and fruit flavoring in cigarettes ................. 49 6 10 16 19
__ Prohibit candy and fruit flavorings in smokeless tobacco 
and cigars ............................................................................... 47 8 11 14 21
__ Prohibit tobacco companies from using deceptive terms 
like “light” and “low-tar” to describe cigarettes .................... 54 10 8 11 18
__ Require large graphic warning labels on cigarettes to 
better convey the health risks of smoking.............................. 60 9 7 11 13
__ Require that any new tobacco products be no more 
harmful than existing tobacco products ................................. 69 6 4 6 15
__Require the removal of additives or ingredients that 
make tobacco products more appealing to kids .................... 71 6 4 8 11
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[ROTATE NEXT TWO QUESTIONS]
__In general, do you feel that smoking cigars is a serious health hazard, a moderate health hazard, a 
minor health hazard, or not a health hazard at all?

Serious health hazard................................................................63
Moderate health hazard ................................................................26
Minor health hazard................................................................6
Not a health hazard at all ................................................................1
Don't know................................................................ 4

__In general, do you feel that smoking cigarettes is a serious health hazard, a moderate health hazard, 
a minor health hazard, or not a health hazard at all?

Serious health hazard................................................................78
Moderate health hazard ................................................................17
Minor health hazard................................................................2
Not a health hazard at all ................................................................1
Don't know................................................................ 2

As far as you know, are cigars more harmful to one’s health than cigarettes, less harmful to one’s 
health, or are they about as harmful to one’s health as cigarettes?

More harmful................................................................17
About as harmful ................................................................56
Less harmful ................................................................13
Don’t know................................................................ 14

Congress is currently considering a law that would prevent the FDA from regulating large premium 
cigars.  Which of the following comes closer to your point of view:
[ROTATE]
__Congress should pass a law preventing the FDA from regulating large premium cigars
OR
__Congress should continue to allow the FDA to regulate all tobacco products, including cigars

[IF PREVENT/ALLOW] Do you feel that way strongly or not so strongly?

Pass law preventing regulation, strongly................................19 23
Pass law preventing regulation, not so strongly ................................3
Allow FDA to regulate, not so strongly ................................17
Allow FDA to regulate, strongly ................................49 66
Don’t know................................................................ 12
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Please read the following statements by supporters and opponents of a proposal to prevent the FDA from 
regulating large premium cigars:
[ROTATE STATEMENTS]
__Statement A:  Congress should pass a law preventing the FDA from regulating large premium cigars.
These cigars, which are sold in specialty cigar shops and by internet retailers, usually cost several dollars 
apiece and are generally too expensive for children under 18 years old.  The FDA’s new regulations 
could go too far by prohibiting walk-in humidors, banning internet sales of premium cigars, and would 
cost jobs by burdening small manufacturers and retailers, putting many out of business.  
OR
__Statement B: Congress should continue to give the FDA oversight over all tobacco products, 
including large premium cigars.  Tobacco companies are trying to evade FDA regulations that protect 
our health and prevent children from smoking. Cigar smoke contains the same toxins as cigarette smoke 
and causes cancer, heart disease and lung disease.  The scientists at the FDA, not Congress and the 
tobacco companies, should decide what type of regulation makes sense for each product.  

Which of the following statements comes closer to your point of view:
[ROTATE]
__Congress should pass a law preventing the FDA from regulating large premium cigars
OR
__Congress should continue to allow the FDA to regulate all tobacco products, including cigars

[IF PREVENT/ALLOW] Do you feel that way strongly or not so strongly?

Pass law preventing regulation, strongly................................22 27
Pass law preventing regulation, not so strongly ................................5
Allow FDA to regulate, not so strongly ................................16
Allow FDA to regulate, strongly ................................48 63
Don’t know................................................................ 10

Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or 
something else? [IF REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT ASK:]   Do you consider yourself a strong 
(Republican/Democrat) or a not so strong (Republican/Democrat)? [IF INDEPENDENT ASK:]  
Would you say that you lean more toward the Republicans or more toward the Democrats?

strong Republican..........................................................17 40
not so strong Republican ...............................................14
independent leans Republican .......................................9
Independent ................................................................11
independent leans Democratic.......................................6
not so strong Democrat..................................................14
strong Democrat ............................................................27 47
dk/na/other................................................................ 2
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Do you consider yourself very liberal, somewhat liberal, moderate, somewhat conservative or very 
conservative?  [IF MODERATE, ASK:]  Do you tend to lean toward the liberal or conservative 
side?

very liberal................................................................ 14 36
somewhat liberal............................................................17
moderate leans liberal....................................................6
moderate ........................................................................21

moderate leans conservative..........................................4
somewhat conservative..................................................20
very conservative...........................................................15 40
Don’t know / prefer not to answer................................2

What is your age? _____ [CODE ACTUAL AGE, OFFER BOX FOR ‘Prefer not to answer’]

18-29..............................................................................12
30-39..............................................................................16
40-49..............................................................................17
50-59..............................................................................23
60+.................................................................................32

na/ref..............................................................................0

What was the last level of schooling you completed?

less than high school graduate.......................................1
high school graduate......................................................21
some college / trade school / associate’s degree ...........28
college graduate.............................................................34
post-graduate ................................................................15

prefer not to answer .......................................................0

Are you of Hispanic, Spanish or Latino descent?

Yes.................................................................................7
No ..................................................................................92
Don’t know................................................................ 0

Are you black, white, Asian, Native American or some other race?

Black..............................................................................11
White .............................................................................82
Asian..............................................................................3
Native American............................................................1
Other ..............................................................................3
Prefer not to answer.......................................................1

Do you have children, 18 years old or younger living at home?

Yes.................................................................................28
No ..................................................................................72
Don’t know / prefer not to answer................................1
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Which of the following describes your use of tobacco products:  I currently smoke cigarettes; I 
USED to smoke cigarettes, but I've quit; or I have never been a cigarette smoker.  

Current smoker ..............................................................21 [SKIP NEXT QUESTION]
Former smoker...............................................................30 [ASK NEXT QUESTION]
Never smoked................................................................45 [ASK NEXT QUESTION]
Smokeless or other tobacco user ................................ 2 [ASK NEXT QUESTION]
Don’t know ................................................................ 0 [ASK NEXT QUESTION]
Prefer not to answer.......................................................1 [ASK NEXT QUESTION]

[ASK IF PREVIOUS QUESTION=PUNCHES 2-6]
And do you never smoke, or do you smoke on occasion?  

Never smoke................................................................90
Smoke on occasion ........................................................8
Don’t know................................................................ 1
Prefer not to answer.......................................................1

[RESUME ASKING EVERYBODY]
Now I’d like to specifically ask you about cigars -- Which of the following describes your use of 
cigars: I currently smoke cigars; I USED to smoke cigars, but I've quit; or I have never been a cigar 
smoker.  

Current cigar smoker .....................................................6

Former cigar smoker......................................................15
Never smoked cigars .....................................................77
Don’t know................................................................ 1
Prefer not to answer.......................................................1

[RESUME ASKING EVERYBODY]
And last, what is your zip code? __________

Thank you.  That completes our public opinion survey.
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Appendix: Pictures Of Products Not Currently Regulated By FDA
(order of pictures was rotated)

Cigars Cigars 

Cigars and cigarillos

Electronic cigarettes Tobacco-derived 
nicotine product

Tobacco 
lozenges


